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September Commentary   

 

Fund Overview 

The Fund seeks to achieve resilient returns over the long term by investing in a high-

attractive cash-based valuations. 

 

Monthly Performance 

• The Fund unit price fell by -1.8% gross of fees in September; the MSCI All-Countries World Index fell by -3.2% 

• Since inception the Fund has increased by 68%, an annualised outperformance of 3.5% over the MSCI All-Countries World 

Index that has risen by 48% 

• Since inception the cumulative monthly capture ratio of the Fund has been 1.4, with an average upside capture of 97% and 

downside capture of 70% 
1.  In September the net of fees return was -1.9% and since inception has been +2.5% (net annualised) outperformance vs MSCI ACWI 

 

 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance 

 
Month in Review 

Markets tagged an all-time high in September before retreating, with both the rise and selloff led by high growth technology 

stocks, epitomised by the Nasdaq. 

 

The biggest single positive contributor was Darden Restaurants (+75bps), owner of Olive Garden, LongHorn Steakhouse, and 

other casual dining chains in the United States.  The company had been describing for some time how they were taking 

advantage of the fallow revenue period caused by economic lockdowns to reconfigure their restaurant kitchens and menus  

ordinarily, a prohibitively disruptive process  to remove structural costs from the business that will not return when the topline 

recovers.  The quarterly results reported in the month provided quantitative proof: despite a 28% decline in revenues the 

company was able to maintain restaurant-level EBITDA margins.  Darden looked to be a business that could emerge from the 

other side of coronavirus stronger and more profitable.  Elsewhere, AON (+21bps) recovered some of the performance ground 

 

 

The biggest single negative detractor was Alphabet (-27bps), perhaps better known as Google.  The holding fell in sympathy 

with other large cap growth stocks (our zero-weightings in Apple, Amazon and Microsoft alone contributed +54bps of positive 

relative performance in the month).  More fundamentally, our second biggest negative detractor was Informa (-19bps), a 

leading B2B events and exhibitions company, which underperformed along with other holdings sensitive to a normalisation of 

the travel & leisure complex, as market optimism that had been building in August receded in September. 

 

 

September Commentary  Investment Grade 

 

Fixed income fund managers have a much easier time performance-wise than their equity cousins.  Morningstar2 data show that 

over the last decade 40% of corporate bond funds have beaten their benchmarks after fees compared to only 26% of managers 

 category. 
2  
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Why? One reason is structural.    Consequently, bond indices are rebalanced with much greater 

frequency than equity benchmarks.  A continual stream of new issuance provides greater opportunity for active bond managers 

to exploit mispricing in securities before they enter their benchmarks than equity investors, for whom IPOs are relatively scarce. 

 

Another reason is the greater involvement of participants in fixed income markets whose primary concern is something other 

than performance.  PIMCO once estimated that around half of the global bond market is owned by banks, insurers, and central  

banks.3 In contrast, retail participation in developed equity markets tends to be modest.  However, this year has seen American 

retail money return to the market in a way reminiscent of the Dot Com era under the auspices of zero commission trading,  

Robinhood, and the Barstool Sports phenomenon.  Bloomberg estimate that retail investors now account for 20% of US equity 

order flow.4  

beat their benchmarks in the first half of the year. 5 
3  

4  

5. Morningstar, passim 

 

  

because they are not strictly return-seeking.  Their primary consideration is to own debt with a specific credit rating to satisfy 

regulatory capital requirements.  there is no level of yield that can tempt 

them.  This creates contingents of buyers and sellers obliged to follow the rating agencies, which in turn provides opportunities 

for unconstrained professional investors when the risk/reward of an instrument is out of sync with the official designation, 

particularly at the crossover point between investment grade and junk. 

 

Elsewhere, companies receive ratings from providers such as MSCI and Sustainalytics for their ESG credentials.  Cyrus 

Taraporevala, CEO of Stat
6  Anecdotally, the incorporation of an ESG 

score into investment mandates is increasingly prevalent.7 Such a development would be a boon to the active fund 

management industry as it would create structural pockets of noneconomic equity investors.  Authentic ESG integration should 

 external provider, but should instead be a forward-looking qualitative analysis 

that relates to an assessment of future cashflows.  In this way it is possible to fashion higher risk-adjusted returns from what 

would otherwise be an artificially constrained investment approach. 
6  

7  

 

 

Looking Ahead 

The Global Equity Endurance Fund is a portfolio of what we believe to be above-average businesses trading at a cheaper free 

cash flow yield than the market and a discount to their intrinsic value.  A combined focus on the durability of a company and the 

price we pay for the stock enables us to exploit opportunities and ought to make the approach adaptive to changing market 

conditions.  As a long-term strategy with low turnover we fully expect and recommend that unitholders judge our performance 

over a period of five years or more. 
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Key Risks 

The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as well as up and can fluctuate in response to changes in 

currency and exchange rates. Investors may not get back the original amount invested. 

Certain assets held in the Fund could be hard to value or to sell at a desired time or at a price considered to be fair (especially in 

large quantities), and as a result their prices could be very volatile. 

The Fund Invests in emerging markets, these markets may be volatile and carry higher risk than developed markets. 

The Fund invests in a small portfolio of securities. Losses from a single investment may be more detrimental to the overall 

performance than if a larger number of investments were made. 

The Fund uses derivatives; these can be complex and highly volatile. This means in unusual market conditions the Fund may 

suffer significant losses. In unusual market conditions, the Fund may have difficulty selling its investments, which may cause it 

to suffer losses, defer redemption payments or suspend dealing in shares. 

 should read these in full before investing.  

 

Important Information  

Unless stated otherwise any opinions expressed are those of Aviva Investors. They should not be viewed as indicating any 

guarantee of return from an investment managed by Aviva Investors nor as personalised advice of any nature. This document 

should not be taken as a recommendation or offer by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to 

any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. The legal documentation and the subscription 

documents should be read before an investment is made. Portfolio holdings are subject to change at any time without notice 

and information about specific securities should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  

The Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document (KIID), are available, together with the Report and Accounts of the 

SICAV, free of charge from Aviva Investors Luxembourg, 2 rue du Fort Bourbon 1st Floor.L-1249 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of 

 office 

below.  The Prospectus is available in English and German. Where a sub fund of the SICAV is registered for public distribution in 

a jurisdiction, a KIID in the official language of that jurisdiction will be available. The Prospectus, the KIIDs, the Articles of 

Incorporation as well as the Annual and Semi-Annual Reports are available free of charge in Austria from the Paying Agent 

Raiffeisen Bank International AG, Am Stadtpark 9, 1030 Vienna. In Switzerland from the representative and paying agent BNP 

Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. In Germany, The Paying and 

Information Agent in the Federal Republic of Germany is Marcard, Stein & Co AG  Ballindamm 36 20095 Hamburg, Germany. In 

Spain, copies of the Prospectus and KIID together with the Report and Accounts are available free of charge from the offices of 

distributors in Spain. The UCITS is authorised by the CNMV with registration number 7. You can also download copies at 

www.avivainvestors.com.  

In Europe this document is issued by Aviva Investors Luxembourg S.A. Registered Office: 2 rue du Fort Bourbon, 1st Floor, 1249 

Luxembourg. Supervised by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. An Aviva company. In the UK Issued by Aviva 

Investors Global Services Limited. Registered in England No. 1151805.  Registered Office: St Helens, 1 Undershaft, London EC3P 

3DQ.  Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Firm Reference No. 119178.  

In Switzerland, this document is issued by Aviva Investors Schweiz GmbH.  
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